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Shot # Shot Description Shot Type Focal Length My Tasks Collaboration

10

Camera follows butterfly as it 
flies through Bell Tower into 
main room of upcoming 
sequence.

tracking shot 24mm. focal 
shift to a 35mm.

-Tweaked the translate z to make the beginning 
swoop smoother.
-Touched up tangents as butterfly entered tower to 
match the character animation.  
-Eased camera to a stop a bit higher at the end to
keep guards in frame.

-Temporary music ("Epic") by AShamaluev 
Music 
-Animation: Adele Kraus

RWBY volume 8

Over all tasks:

-Polished cameras based on director notes and general sweetening.
-Made sure all assets are keyed properly into place.

-Checked audio alignment and all assets are the proper variant.
-Cached assets for post production.

Shot # Shot Description Shot Type Focal Length My Tasks Collaboration

10 Nora pounding on portal. close up, static 35mm. -Added camera shake as fist hits portal. -Animation: Adele Kraus, Nicole LaCroix

20

Nora sliding the portal, 
breaking down, as she realizes 

it's closed. Crowds watch in 
panic.

wide establishing 24mm -Added camera drift.
-Animation: Megan Pellino, Cassie Toader, 
Nicole LaCroix

30

Oscar and Emerald fight off 
Grimm. Emerald catches her 

guns from chain being whipped 
back.

medium pan 28mm -Smoothed out camera move/ tilt and had the camera 
hit its mark sooner. -Animation: Nicole LaCroix, Megan Pellino

40
Oscar leaps up to swipe at 
charging Grimm. Emerald 

stands at the ready.

long, over the 
shoulder tracking 28mm -Changed to a tracking camera. 

-Animation: Megan Pellino, Cassie Toader, 
Nicole LaCroix

50
Wren falls from attacking a 

Grimm as it smacks him with 
its wing.

long, reverse shot 
with tilt/ dutch 50mm -Added tilt down/ dutch to match movement of next 

shot. -Animation: Adele Kraus, Nicole LaCroix

60

Wren slides into frame landing 
from fall. Wren, Emerald, and 
Oscar ready for another bout 

with the Grimm.

long, low tilt up 35mm -Tweaked timing of camera move to match animation 
better. -Animation: Nicole LaCroix, Megan Pellino

70

Grimm and Sulfurfish approach 
the trio, but a gust of wind from 

the Winter Maiden's power 
bursts into frame and sends 

them flying back.

medium dolly 50mm

-In animation, it was decided the jump cut into shot 80 
was not working. So these two shots were combined. A 
dolly was used to recenter the characters after they 
turned around. I added a camera shake as the Winter 
Maiden Wind hits as well.

-Animation: Nicole LaCroix, Cassie Toader

80
Emerald, Wren, and Oscar turn 
around to see who the Winter 

Maiden is.
- - -Omitted shot in animation. -

90
Winter (the new Maiden) 

emerges above the crowd 
ready to fight the Grimm off.

wide, pedestal 24mm
-No changes were made in Final Camera.
-I completed the quality check task on the file and 
cached out the assets for post production.

-Animation: Megan Pellino, Nicole LaCroix
-Final Camera: Jessie Wrubel

100
As Winter approaches the 

Grimm, she stops and has a 
tearful moment with her family.

medium, close up 
static 50mm

-No changes were made in Final Camera.
-I completed the quality check task on the file and 
cached out the assets for post production.

-Animation: Megan Pellino, Nicole LaCroix
-Final Camera: Jessie Wrubel

110
Close up on Winter's 

determined look as she's about 
to fight.

close up, static 35mm -I completed the quality check task on the file and 
cached out the assets for post production.

-Animation: Megan Pellino, Nicole LaCroix
-Final Camera: Jessie Wrubel
       -lowered camera and tilted camera up 
for a more heroic angle

120 Grimm and Sulfurfish charge 
the crowd. wide, slight drift 35mm

-Lowered camera to keep Sulfurfish in frame as it 
charges on the ground. Added slight drift as Sulfurfish 
pounces forward to keep them prominent in frame.

-Animation: Nicole Lacroix, Cassie Toader

RWBY volume 9 Trailer



110
Close up on Winter's 

determined look as she's about 
to fight.

close up, static 35mm -I completed the quality check task on the file and 
cached out the assets for post production.

-Animation: Megan Pellino, Nicole LaCroix
-Final Camera: Jessie Wrubel
       -lowered camera and tilted camera up 
for a more heroic angle

120 Grimm and Sulfurfish charge 
the crowd. wide, slight drift 35mm

-Lowered camera to keep Sulfurfish in frame as it 
charges on the ground. Added slight drift as Sulfurfish 
pounces forward to keep them prominent in frame.

-Animation: Nicole Lacroix, Cassie Toader

RWBY volume 9 Trailer

Over all tasks:

-Polished cameras based on director notes and general sweetening.
-Made sure all assets are keyed properly into place.

-Checked audio alignment and all assets are the proper variant.
-Cached assets for post production.
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